The substructures of light bosonic (axion-like) dark matter may condense into compact Bose stars. We study collapses of the critical-mass stars caused by attractive self-interaction of the axion-like particles and find that these processes proceed in an unexpected universal way. First, nonlinear self-similar evolution (called "wave collapse" in condensed matter physics) forces the particles to fall into the star center. Second, interactions in the dense center create an outgoing stream of mildly relativistic particles which carries away an essential part of the star mass. The collapse stops when the star remnant is no longer able to support the self-similar infall feeding the collisions. We shortly discuss possible astrophysical and cosmological implications of these phenomena.
1. Introduction. Increasingly stringent experimental constraints [1] on low-energy supersymmetry reignited discussion of non-supersymmetric dark matter candidates such as the QCD axion [2] and axion-like particles (ALP) [3] . The interest is heated up by fast progress [4] in ALP searches and peculiar properties of the axion-like dark matter related, in particular, to the misalignment mechanism of its generation [5] , see also [6, 7] .
A very special possibility opening up due to tiny velocities and large occupation numbers of the ALP dark matter is formation of Bose stars [8] [9] [10] -gravitationally bound puddles of the ALP Bose condensate. These objects were observed as "solitonic galaxy cores" in numerical simulations [11] of structure formation by ultralight (m ∼ 10 −22 eV) ALP dark matter. At larger ALP masses and, notably, in the case of the QCD axion, the Bose stars were conjectured [6, 12] to appear in the centers of the axion miniclusters [13, 14] which populate the Universe if the Peccei-Quinn symmetry is broken after inflation, cf. [15] . Although the last mechanism is not yet confirmed by numerical modeling, it is safe to say that the axion Bose stars constitute a part of the dark mass at least in some ALP dark matter models.
Rich phenomenology of the Bose stars is related to the peculiar self-interaction potentials [2, 3] of the ALP and QCD axion fields a(x),
which contain, besides the mass m, interaction terms suppressed by the new physics scale f a . Typically, V(θ) is periodic and the quartic constant
a is negative. This introduces attraction between the ALP and causes [9] collapse of large-mass Bose stars which previously was studied in [16, 17] using the Gaussian Ansatz.
In this Letter we present full field-theoretical study of the collapse. We reveal for the first time its complete dynamics and show that it leads to explosions of the Bose stars. First, the star Bose condensate undergoes "wave collapse" [18, 19] . Namely, it approaches a singular density profile due to self-similar infall of the ALP into the star center. Second, multiparticle relativistic interactions in the dense center produce an outgoing stream of mildly relativistic ALP. These two processes repeat many times.
2. Nonrelativistic evolution. Substituting the Ansatz a/f a = √ 2 Re ψ e −imt into the classical field equation and making the standard small-field and smallvelocity assumptions, one obtains the nonrelativistic Gross-Pitaevskii-Poisson equations [9, 10] ,
which incorporate gravitational and quartic ALP interactions; Φ(t, x) and ρ = Nonrelativistic Bose stars [8] [9] [10] are stationary spherically-symmetric solutions to Eqs. (2), (3) of the form ψ = ψ s (r) e −iωt , Φ = Φ s (r), where ω and ψ s are the binding energy and wave function of the condensate particles, r is the radial coordinate. We numerically find the family of Bose stars parametrized withω ≡ ω/(mv 2 0 ); their massM (ω) is plotted in Fig. 1a .
The star mass is maximal at some critical valuẽ 4 . This result was first obtained in [9] . The stars withω >ω cr are unstable: they violate the necessary Vakhitov-Kolokolov criterion dM/dω > 0 [18, 20] . Physically, this instability is caused by the attractive g 4 -interaction which wins over quantum pressure and causes the stars to collapse. This reveals the fate of the Bose stars in the Universe: they form, grow overcritical by condensing the ALP, and finally collapse. Now, consider the last stage of the star lifetime, i.e. the collapse. We compute the critical star profile ψ = ψ s (r) atω =ω cr , then slightly increase its mass by transforming ψ s (r) → γψ s (γr) with γ = 1 − 10 −4 . We numerically evolve the resulting overcritical configuration [21] by solving Eqs. (2), (3) in spherical symmetry. The numerical solutionρ = |ψ(t j ,r)| 2 is shown in Fig. 1b at consecutive non-uniformly spaced time momentst j . At first, the star is thin and wide, and well described by the Gaussian profile [16, 17] . Then the profile changes and a central singularity |ψ| ∝ r −1 at t = t * appears; we set t * = 0 without loss of generality [22] . Spontaneous appearance of singularities is a nonlinear wave phenomenon called "wave collapse" in condensed matter physics [18, 19] . It is nontrivial and always related to strongly singular attractive potentials like ∆U ∝ −|ψ| 2 in the last term of Eq. (2) with |ψ|
Self-similar solution. To describe the wave collapse analytically, we ignore the gravitational potential mΦ ∆U at small r.
After that we can use results of Ref. [18] .
Equation (2) acquires a continuous two-parametric scaling symmetry ψ(t, x) → γ ψ(γ 2 t, γx) e iα and hence the scale-invariant solution ψ = (−mt) −iω * χ * (y) /mrg 4 , where y = r −m/t is the self-similar coordinate and χ * (y) satisfies the equation
following from Eq. (2). We numerically solve Eq. (4) with finite-energy boundary conditions χ * (0) = 0 and χ * → χ 0 y −2iω * as y → +∞. We find a unique solution with parameters ω * ≈ 0.54 and χ 0 ≈ 2.85 shown in Fig. 1c by black line with open dots. Solution of Eq. (4) was extensively discussed in condensed matter physics, see [18] . Here we demonstrate that χ * is an attractor of the Bose star collapse. Indeed, the central part of the rescaled numerical solutioñ rψ(t j ,r) in Fig. 1c approaches χ * ast j →t * . At finite r and t → t * ≡ 0 one finds y → +∞. Thus,
where we separated the large-y asymptotic of χ * and denoted the periphery part of the solution as ψ reg (r), cf. [18] . The small-r behavior of ψ(t * , r) is given by the first term in Eq. (5) which is universal i.e. does not depend on the initial conditions. Departures from the universality at large mr are described by ψ reg (r). We numerically checked that the wave collapse occurs beyond spherical symmetry. To this end we added an axially-symmetric perturbation δψ/ψ ∼ 10 −2 to the critical star and evolved the resulting configuration with the axially-symmetric code. We obtained the solution approaching the same spherically-symmetric attractor χ * and, eventually, the singular profile (5).
4. Relativistic evolution. The nonrelativistic equations (2), (3) are not applicable in the vicinity of the central singularity at t ∼ t * . First, the ALP velocities v ∼ ∂ r ψ/mψ ∼ −(mr) −1 in the configuration (5) exceed the speed of light at mr 1. Second, the small-field approximation ψ ∼ a/f a 1 breaks down in the same region, and the higher-order terms of the potential (1) become important. We expect that the condensate flow down the potential well should stop at mr 1 and t ≈ t * because the full ALP potential V is bounded from below. Instead, relativistic collisions in the dense center should produce a stream of relativistic axions escaping the star.
We study evolution of the Bose star at t t * by solving numerically the spherically-symmetric relativistic field equation,
with the full scalar potential V. For definiteness, in what follows we consider the potential of the QCD axions [23] 
with z ≡ m u /m d ≈ 0.56, although the other bounded potentials produce similar results. The quartic constant in Eq. (1) is now fixed: g
Note that Eq. (6) still involves the nonrelativistic gravitational potential Φ satisfying Eq. (3) with ρ = (∂ t a) 2 /2 + (∂ r a) 2 /2 + V. This is legitimate: departures from the Newtonian gravity occur only in the region mr 1 where it has negligible effect on solution, see (5) .
After finding the numerical solution of Eqs. (6), (3), we plot the energy density in the star center ρ(t, 0) in [24] of the relativistically infalling condensate at mr 1. In terms of particle physics this is a relativistic collision of many condensate particles in the star center producing an outgoing flux of relativistic ALP. The particle number is strongly violated in this process.
The outgoing relativistic flux rapidly makes the star center diluted. Then after the first explosion the process repeats itself: the central density starts to grow until the second period of violent oscillations occurs, etc, see Figs. 2a,c,d. To explain this behavior, we recall that the self-similar solution studied above is the attractor of the nonrelativistic evolution. This means that the nonrelativistic condensate outside of the diluted core should once again develop the universal singular profile (5) as t → t * . We support this observation by noting that the central energy density of the self-similar solution |ψ| = |χ * (y)|/mrg 4 behaves as
with ∂ y χ * (0) ≈ 3.99. In the inset of Fig. 2a we demonstrate that the function ρ(t, 0) at the eve of the second explosion is well fitted by Eq. (8) (shown by the dashed line) with one adjustable parameter t * . We conclude that the collapsing star indeed repeatedly develops singular profiles (5) triggering scattering of the relativistic ALP in the star center. 5. Emission spectrum. Since the wave collisions in the star center always start from the approximately uni- versal initial data (5), their dynamics and the spectra of the emitted ALP are almost the same. To calculate the spectra, we consider the spherical axion waves freely propagating away from the star at large r: a(t, r) ≈ Re
We numerically compute the wave amplitudes A k using the time Fourier transforms of the field a(t, R) and its derivative ∂ r a(t, R) at large r = R. Then the spectrum or, more exactly, the distribution of the total emitted energy E over the momenta k of the outgoing particles, is Fig. 3a we plot the spectra emitted by two collapsing stars, each divided by the number of explosions during the collapse N * . The spectra are wide, with several almost equidistant peaks -these may appear due to multiple re-scattering of the outgoing ALP off the infalling condensate [25] . The two graphs in Fig. 3a coincide although the respective processes proceed at essentially different f a and involve N * = 3 and 7 explosions. This confirms that the explosions are identical: the total spectrum is given by the one in Fig. 3a multiplied by N 
However, the number of explosions N * and therefore the total emitted energy E depend on the potential V. Figure 3b shows that E is an almost linear function of f a /M pl . Extrapolating it to phenomenologically relevant values f a M pl , we find that the collapsing stars in the model (7) lose roughly 30% of their mass, E ∼ 0.3 M cr .
6. Discussion. To summarize, the Bose star collapse involves two alternating processes: the self-similar evolution approaching the singular profile (5) and ALP scattering in the star center accompanied by strong emission of relativistic particles. The first process is described, after the appropriate field and coordinate rescalings, by the universal nonrelativistic solution. The subsequent scattering, although non-universal by itself [26] , starts from the universal profile (5) at each cycle and therefore pro-duces the same outgoing flux of the axion-like particles. The collapse stops when the star remnant is not able to support the self-similar evolution. We numerically checked that the remnant is gravitationally bound. It may therefore settle into a subcritical star, which, if surrounded by the ALP minicluster, may again grow overcritical by condensing the axions and collapse.
Note that contrary to the recent suggestion [16] the collapsing star does not form a black hole at f a M pl because the central region of the configuration (5) in this case remains outside of its gravitational radius. On the other hand, black hole formation is expected [27] at f a M pl .
Our results essentially modify cosmology and astrophysics of the ultralight ALP with m ∼ 10 −22 eV and relatively low ALP scale f a < 10 15 GeV. In this case the largest masses M ∼ 10 9 M of the Bose stars observed in the full-scale simulation [11] are above M cr . The collapse of those stars into relativistic ALP with spectrum in Fig. 3a should radically change the model predictions once the self-coupling is taken into account.
Application of our results to other ALP models depends on whether their Bose stars populate the Universe or not. In the particular case of the QCD axions with m ∼ 10 −4 eV the value of the critical mass M cr ∼ 10 −13 M is somewhat smaller than the typical mass of the axion miniclusters. If the conjecture of [6] is valid and the miniclusters condense into Bose stars, the latter should eventually collapse ruining the former and producing the relativistic axions. This is important for observations [28] . Another possible application is emission, during the collapse, of radio waves which may be directly observable [29] . Their specific time pattern related to Fig. 2 and widening of their spectrum due to relativistic axion velocities in the star core, cf. Fig. 3a , may serve as distinctive signatures of the star collapse.
Prominent cosmological phenomena should appear in very special ALP dark matter models where Bose stars carry a considerable fraction of the dark mass at some stage of the Universe evolution, cf. [15, 30] . Indeed, the collapse turns 30% of the total mass of overcritical stars into warm dark matter with universal spectrum in Fig. 3a containing 18% of kinetic energy, see Figs. 3b,c. The net effect of this process on the structure formation and cosmological parameters should be similar to that of the dark matter decaying into dark radiation [31] .
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